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                                  Abstract 
Search engine optimization is a strategical technique to take a web 
document in top search results of a search engine. Online presence 
of an organisation is not only an easy way to reach among the 
target users but it may be profitable too if optimization is done 
keeping in view of the target users as of the reason that most of the 
time users search out with the keywords of their use (Say; PhD in 
web technology) rather than searching the organisation name, and 
if the page link comes in the top positions then the page may be 
profitable. This work describes the tweaks of taking the page on 
top position in Google by increasing the Page rank which may 
result in the improved visibility and profitable deal for an 
organisation. Google is most user friendly search engine proved 
for the Indian users which give user oriented results .In addition, 
most of other search engines use Google search patterns so we 
have concentrated on it. So, if a page is optimised in Google it is 
optimised for most of the search engines. 
Keywords:  Search engine optimisation, SEO, Google 
optimisation, On page optimisation, Off page optimisation, Image 
optimisation, URL structure optimisation. 
1.  Introduction 
Users use search engines for most of their queries but they 
only prefer the results available on first page and 2-3% of 
users go on further pages (except Researchers), Now 
imagine if the page of an organisation is on 2-3
rd or 4
th page 
then the business which can be generated from that page has 
a very less change to return and user will prefer the page 
coming on the 1
st page. Trillions of web pages are indexed 
per day in a search engine.  
                                                             There are  millions  of 
search per day .Most of the visitor’s visit the website by 
hitting the links available in search engines and believe that 
companies found on the top results are the best brand in 
their product service and category. These clues make it very 
clear that if an organisation wants to go on top in their sales 
then they should concentrate in getting their page widely 
available in the search engines. For example, if someone 
wants to use cab services and unknown to the place where 
he is now, normally if he/she is a techie search of for cab 
services with the name of city and hit the top 10 links and 
use their services. There are so many business of online 
booking system of tickets are growing these days and 
getting a very good response in very short span of time; in 
this particular case its very necessary to be on top results of 
a search engine so that the customers can easily be fetched 
out. 
 
2.  Description 
 
2.1 Search engine optimization 
It is the way of increasing the visibility of a page by natural 
means i.e., unpaid search results. In this process the website 
undergoes redevelopment to make our keywords effectively 
communicate with major search engines. This work is done 
by SEO (Search engine optimizers), They may target image 
search, academic search, local search, video search. 
Optimising a page involves editing contents & HTML codes 
in order to increase its relevance to specific keywords and 
proper indexing in search engines .The contents and codings 
are edited keeping in view of the indexing pattern of the 
search engines which are done by a crawler named 
Googlebot in Google. It is the most powerful way to reach 
to reach the customer as we meet them when they are in 
need. Most of the users find the target websites during their 
search. 
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                           Figure.1 Search engine optimisation 
2.2 Page Rank 
It is an algorithm used by Google which assigns numerical 
weight to the URL of web documents to measure its 
relevance. The numerical weight that it assigns to any given 
element E is referred to as the PageRank of E and denoted 
by  PR ( E) [1]. Stanford University is the birthplace of 
PageRank when Larry Page (hence the name Page-Rank) 
and Sergey Brin were involved in research of a new kind of 
search engine. The idea of Sergey Brin was that information 
on the web could be ordered in a hierarchy by "link 
popularity": a page is ranked higher as there are more links 
to it. In 1998, the first paper describing the PageRank and 
initial prototype was published after which Page and Brin 
founded Google Inc., the company which is behind the 
Google search engine. It shows the popularity or a particular 
link or a website. The page with higher rank gives more 
optimised results. 
                                                                                               
PR(A)=(1-d) + d (PR(T1)/C(T1) + ... + PR(Tn)/C(Tn)) [2]  
 
The name "PageRank" is a trademark of Google, and the 
process has been patented (U.S. Patent 6,285,999). The said 
patent is of Stanford University to which Google has 
exclusive license rights. The university received 1.8 million 
shares of Google in exchange for use of the patent; the 
shares were sold in 2005 for $336 million [3]. 
 
 
                      
                
                       Figure 2: Page ranking in Google 
2.3 Crawlers & Database 
It is a computer programme which browses the World Wide 
Web in a methodical, automated manner or in a orderly 
fashion. It normally visits the URL’S of our website [4].     
Google Googlebot 
MSN MSNbot 
Yahoo Yahoo  Slurp 
  
                Table1: Search engines and their crawlers 
2.4  Onpage optimisation 
It is the first step which every webmaster should 
concentrate, this deals with the changes we do in our page in 
order to improve visibility and rank. On Page Optimisation 
is optimising your website in a way that it can rank better in 
search engines and improve visitor satisfaction. This 
optimisation technique depends on nature and business of 
our website. It is advisable to update the contents of our 
website and optimise the content each time as these factors 
are directly related to the content and structure of the 
website. Modifying Title, Body text, Hyperlinks, URL, 
Quality and easy to understand contents, increasing the 
frequency of keyword, robots.txt, sitemaps, Image 
optimization etc which requires extensive research with the 
competitor webpages.If proper Onpage optimisation is done, 
results in drastic increase in the rank and readability of the 
website[5]. 
2.5 Off page optimisation 
This is the work which is done apart from the website to 
improve the visibility & ranking of a page. Off page search 
engine optimization is supposedly the complement of On 
Page Optimization It mainly concentrates in creating 
backlinks & social media marketing. It is very novel 
practice to have links from a webpage which has good rank 
and visibility. It is the best technique to go ahead of the 
competitors if the webmaster team is equipped with quality 
of web researchers. In brief it consists of various link 
building methods like Blog posting, Social networking, 
Press release, Video submission, link exchange, Article 
submission etc [6]. 
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         Figure 3: Figure showing off page optimisation [7] 
2.6 Search engine Anatomy 
There are four parts in a search engine is observed when a 
query is done, we may call them as the part of search 
results. The engine also indicates how many results it has 
fetched and in how much duration. 
2.6.1  Non sponsored listing 
 
These are the results from the listings that are done 
by Google crawlers according to their ranking 
algorithm. For these listing we need not to pay 
anything to Google, The pages are ranked 
according their quality. 
 
2.6.2  Sponsored Listing 
 
These results are also shown in the result page at 
the top most and the right corner, for these listing 
we need to pay to Google. 
 
 
2.6.3  Search box 
 
This portion is used by the user for his query; it 
may be from his country or from World Wide 
Web. 
 
2.6.4  Google instant 
 
As we start typing out our query in Google, it starts 
displaying our result analysing each word. This 
feature depends on the speed of connection, many 
a times it doesn’t work on slow connection. 
 
 
3.  Methodology  
3.1 On Page Optimisation 
3.1.1  Title optimisation 
It is a piece of HTML keyword which describes what is 
website all about to the search engine and users, it is the 
most important part of a website which is used by search 
engines to find the relevance of a website. This is the 
structure how it looks link in coding part. It is advised to use 
the most relevant keywords in the title tag which describes 
the website [8]. 
<head> 
<title>SEO India - search engine optimization India, seo 
services, seo company India, affordable seo India 
Chandigarh </title> <head> 
Following screenshot shows how search engine gives it 
relevance when fetching out user query. 
 
                  Figure 4: Figure showing title optimisation 
3.1.2  Body text 
Contents are the success key for ranking in search engines, 
so it’s important to concentrate on the contents of the 
website which help contents to be considered by the search 
engine crawlers at the time of assigning the rankings. 
Following tweaks have been implemented on our project: - 
1)  Use of heading tags. 
2)  Word frequency: -On an average we had provided 
500 to maximum of 800 of words on each page.  
3)  Keyword density: -Frequency of keyword to be 
optimised was kept 3%-5% on the pages with 500-
700 words & 8%-10% on the pages with 700+ 
keywords. 
4)  Relevant keywords: -Most important keywords of 
the users query were used carefully specially on the 
top of page. In general the keywords appearing on 
the top of a page or top area are most prominent for 
indexing by the crawler. 
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A hyperlink is a navigation element or reference of a 
document in the other part of the same document, or a 
specified section of another document, that automatically 
brings the referred information to the user when the 
navigation element is selected by the user. The search 
engines basically predict that if we are linking something 
from our page is closely related to our page; In brief it 
makes the contents user-friendly if seen from the search 
engine point of view. Snapshot of a hyperlink is shown 
below. 
       
                          Figure 5: Figure showing hyperlinks 
All the words more... are hyperlinks to get detailed 
information about the respective section. 
3.1.4  URL 
We should improve the structure of url’s  by using words as 
simple to understand URL’S will convey content 
information easily. If our URL’S contain relevant keywords, 
it provides users and search engine with more information 
about the page than an ID or oddly named parameter would 
as the URL to a document is displayed in the search results 
after the title. 
3.1.5  Quality and easy to understand contents 
Creating and using useful contents increase the influence of 
a page more than all the tweaks. This tweak is very 
important in the sense that if a user likes the content then 
he/she shares it happily via blog, email, forums or other 
means. We should think from user point of view whether 
what he searches out to find his contents in a search engine, 
in addition to it we should create a new and fresh contents 
,useful service that no other site offers. Content should be 
written in a manner that user enjoys the content and it is 
easy to follow and it should be created in view of users not 
search engines. 
 
 
3.1.6  Meta Tags optimisation 
Meta tags are very useful in providing the search engine 
about the proper information of a website. Below a 
complete metatag used by us is shown. Out of all meta tags 
description tag is most important as it is a part of search 
results and if the optimisation keywords are provided here 
properly results with very nice result.  
 
             Fig 8: Figure showing Meta tag optimisation 
3.1.7  Newsletters 
Many a times when a user visits a website and wants to be 
updated with updated of the company to which the website 
belong ,In this case newsletter are the best options ;In this 
the users provides his/her email-id over there & if there any 
update comes over the page it is sent automatically sent to 
the users inbox. 
3.1.8  robots.txt 
This file is used on the files of our website whom we want 
should not be accessed by the crawler; it is kept in the root 
directory of the website. If we have some subdomain of our 
website and want its access to be limited by the web crawler 
then by creating a robots.txt file for this we may prevent its 
access to the crawler. 
3.1.9  Sitemaps 
This is a simple page in our website containing the listing of 
the pages on our site, which displays the structure of our 
website in a hierarchical way. We should always make two 
sitemaps, one for users and other for search engines and 
make the sites easier to navigate. Sitemaps designed for 
visitors help visitors if they have problems finding the pages 
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it easier for search engines to discover the pages of a site. 
 
               
                Figure 9: General purpose sitemap 
      
 
Figure 10: Examples of an HTML site map & XML sitemap. An HTML 
site map helps users easily find content which they are looking for, and an 
XML site map helps search engines in finding pages on our site. 
3.1.10  Hidden target keywords 
In this technique we wrote the keywords on the pages by 
using hyperlinks with other pages full of keywords. Which 
were being optimised? Keywords which matching colours 
of the page so that it seems to be invisible to the users were 
used, These keywords remained from users but it worked a 
lot as it was accessed by the crawlers. 
3.1.11  Image optimization 
In this technique when optimising a page with targeted 
keywords we should name the image with the targeted 
keyword name, it has also a good impact in optimisation. 
Image search optimization techniques can be viewed as a 
subset of search engine optimization techniques that focuses 
on gaining high ranks on image search engine results. 
4.  Off Page optimisation 
 
4.1 Backlinks generation 
In this process we tend to increase the link of our website on 
other websites. According to search engines if a page has 
more and more number of backlinks means there is 
something relevant in a page because of which other pages 
are providing links to it, Backlinks are the best way to 
increase the rank of a page/website and the best way to 
increase backlinks is link exchange or submitting the URL 
while doing online advertisements[9].  
4.2 Blog posting 
It is always a good practice to be on a blog like 
Blogspot,wordpress,thoughts ,linkorbits etc.According to a 
survey it has been found that companies having blogs are 
55% more visitors,97% more inbound links,434% more 
indexed pages[10]. 
4.3 Social networking 
It is the latest technique to have better brand visibility. It is a 
process sharing information on sites that facilitates content 
sharing, data exchange, adding unique content etc.Different 
social media tools includes blogs, podcasts and community 
based web portals such as Facebook, MySpace, Linkedin, 
Twitter, Digg, Reddit etc.These social media tools come 
with different features like text, images, audio & video 
sharing among users contents.Follwing are the benefits of 
social networking sites: - 
1)  It generates free website traffic 
2)  It boosts up the brand visibility 
3)  It generates inbound links 
 
4.4 Press release 
 
Optimizing a press release provides some additional lift to a 
web site when that press release is distributed and 
syndicated through other relevant industry or news sites. We 
shouldn’t miss the opportunity to generate valuable 
backlinks back to our site, driving up our rank and 
increasing the authority of our site with search engines[11] 
 
 
4.5 Video submission 
Videos can be used in several ways to enhance search 
engine optimisation only the thing is that the videos are 
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videos which concentrate on the procedures are best 
considered. Some of the tricks for video optimisation is 
given below: - 
1)  Give the video a good title that uses a related key 
phrase relevant to your product, service or brand. 
2)  Use Video as a pathway to content on your site. 
Upload videos to YouTube and provide links back 
to your site. 
3)  Optimize the video for important key phrases using 
Tags with these terms including even the name of 
your video. 
4)  Use classic content on the page around your videos 
with can be indexed by the search engines. 
5)  Keep the videos preferably under 5 minutes but 
shorter is even better. 
6)  Use a video sitemap with the keywords in the 
anchor text links so that users and the search 
engine can find it. 
7)  Tag the videos with key phrases that are relevant to 
your content. 
8)  Make sure about logo in the video as it will 
generate brand awareness with your viewers. 
9)  Use the ‘Embed Option’ when uploading the 
videos as it allows other users to post the video on 
their sites/blogs. 
10) Use descriptive Meta data with relevant keywords 
and include a keyword rich description of the 
video. 
11) Let users rate the video as those with higher ratings 
tend to be bookmarked and also sent to friends 
more 
12) Submit the video using RSS 
There are several ways you can now use your videos to 
enhance your SEO. You need to make sure videos are 
relevant and informative, providing useful information. 
Videos that show step by step procedures are excellent as 
are videos that provide an opinion about a specific topic 
4.6 Article submission 
Article submission has same impact as of Blog promotion 
and press release submission. 
4.7 Reputation management 
 
       Fig 11:  Reputation management in search engine optimisation 
Search engine reputation management helps to move out of 
the first result pages those negative posts. It can help to 
bring back the good name, it helps in keeping business 
reputation preserved and protected. Each and every corner 
of the website is monitors and effective measures to protect 
a good reputation are taken. In brief this service takes 
effective measures to protect a good reputation and prevents 
other to damage the reputation. 
5.  Tools Used[12]  
 
5.1 Google webmaster tool 
Google Webmaster Tools  is a no-charge web service 
by  Google  for  webmasters. It allows webmasters to check 
indexing status and optimize visibility of their websites. It 
has tools that let the webmasters: 
1)  Submit and check a sitemap 
2)  Check and set the crawl rate, and view statistics about 
how Googlebot accesses a particular site 
3)  Generate and check a robots.txt file. It also helps to 
discover pages that are blocked in robots.txt by chance. 
4)  List internal and external pages that link to the site 
5)  See what keyword searches on Google led to the site 
being listed in the SERPs, and the click through rates of 
such listings 
6)  View statistics about how Google indexes the site, and if 
it found any errors while doing it 
7)  Set a preferred domain (e.g. prefer example.com 
over www .example.com or vice versa), which 
determines how the site URL is displayed in 
SERPs. 
 
5.2 Meta Tag analyser tool 
Following are the uses of Meta Tag analyser tool 
1)  See how search engine robots analyze your or your 
competitors web site 
2)  Receive tips on how to improve your Meta Tags 
3)  Check the keywords used on the page and find the 
keyword density 
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hosted 
5)  Check website load time 
6)  Check website file size 
7)  Check URLs and links found on the page  
 
5.3 Link popularity check tool 
Popularity of a website is checked using this tool. This tool 
shows how many other sites are linking to the site. Most 
search engines use this data to calculate how popular your 
website is. The more links to our site, the better the search 
engine rankings will be. We can even provide some 
competitors' URLs to compare our site to theirs. 
5.4 Sitemap submission tool 
This tool is helpful in submitting sitemap to various search 
engines. 
5.5 Keyword suggestion tool 
This tool suggests keywords related to our keyword which 
can be used while doing optimisation. 
5.6 Keyword Traffic estimator 
This tool shows us approximately how many daily searches 
our keywords would get. This tool is used to research the 
best keywords for our website. 
5.7 SEO dictionary 
It is the list of SEO related keywords with their definitions. 
5.8 Page rank checker 
This tool is used to check the rank of the page so that further 
actions can be taken to improve the rank of a page. 
5.9 Page snooper 
This tool is used to see the source code of any online site to 
see the exact structure of the website. 
5.10  Broken link checker 
This tool checks the outgoing links on the page to see if they 
are broken.  
 
 
5.11  Link counter 
This tool counts the number of outgoing links or URL's on a 
given page and display results. This tool could be useful for 
link exchange purposes, as we should not trade links with 
pages with too many outgoing links. It is recommended not 
to trade links with pages that have over 50 links. 
5.12  Reciprocal link counter 
This tool checks if any given list of sites are linking to your 
website. It is a great tool to keep track of the reciprocal links 
to make sure your partner has not removed the link, without 
visiting their page. You can put up to 100 URL’s of sites 
that you would like to check. 
6.  Conclusions 
This paper proposed the novel methods or search engine 
optimisation for driving more and more users to a website. 
We used the methods continuously for 24 weeks and 
discovered more and more users accessing our project 
website. The rank of the website was raised from 1 to 4; In 
addition to it sub links were assigned by Google which is 
assigned to a website which has more number of users 
according to Google. As a future work we would to develop 
tools which can add a site to a search engine whenever user 
wants and can remove the sites which are not good for 
Mankind. Our project can be visited on 
http://www.dnares.in  .  
5.1 SEO impact Percentage 
1  Title 90% 
2  Backlinks 75% 
3  Domain and file names  75% 
4  Description Tags  66% 
5  Image optimisation  65% 
 
 Table2: Impact of various factors according to SEO point of view.  
                      
           Figure 12: Figure showing SEO impact percentage 
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Figure 13: Factors effecting SEO ranking 
1.  24% Trust/Authority of the Host Domain 
2.  22% Link Popularity of the Specific Page 
3.  20% Anchor Text of External Links to the Page 
4.  15% On-Page Keyword Usage 
5.  7% Visitor/Traffic & Click-Through Data 
6.  6% Social Graph Metrics 
7.  5% Registration & Hosting Data 
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